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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 17 be a translation plane of order pk, for p a prime # 2. In a series of 
papers, T. G. Ostrom and Christoph Hering have discussed the collineation 
group G of 17 generated by the affine elations of 17 which fix some point 
P [12, 9, 14, 151. With one exception, either G is an elementary abelian 
p-group, or G N SL,(p”), f or some e (see Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 below). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following analogous results in case 
p > 3, for the group generated by the Baer p-elements of II, that is, by the 
collineations of order p whose fixed-point sets are square-root subplanes of 
I7 (Definition 2.6). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p > 3, and let a and T be Baer p-elements of II with 
fixed-point subplanes I& and 17, , respectively. Then either l& = I& , or l7, 
and l& have at most one afine point in common. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let p > 3, and let G be the collineationgroup ITgenerated 
by all Baer p-elements which J;x a given point P of Il. Then 
(1) Either G is an elementary abelianp-group, or G N SL,(p”), for some e. 
(2) All the axes for the Baer p-elements in G contain a common set of 
pk12 f 1 lines of 17 through P. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p > 2. Then 17 does not admit both a@z elations and 
Baer p-elements. 
The proofs require Ostrom’s theorem as a statement about generalized 
elations on a vector space V (Definition 2.1); see Theorem 3.3 below. In 
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addition some preliminary results about generalized elations and square-root 
subplanes are required, especially Lemma 2.7. For examples of translation 
planes with affine elations or Baer p-elements see [6, 7, 13, 14, 171. 
If p = 3, then Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 may fail, for example, if 
17 is the nearfield plane of order 9. Although some partial results are possible 
(see Section 5), the investigation of the case p = 3 is incomplete. 
Before beginning the proofs, it is convenient to collect some notation, 
definitions, and facts about the translation plane n for reference (e.g., see 
[2, pp. 131-133; 14, pp. 49-521). 
Notation 1.1. If u = pe, let V = V(s, u) denote a vector space of dimen- 
sion s over the field GF(u). If u is a linear transformation of V, let F(U) denote 
the subspace of fixed points of a. If U is a subspace of V fixed by u, let u 1 U 
denote the restriction of u to U. 
Ifs = 2k, then a partial spread of V = V(2k, U) is a set of pairwise disjoint 
k-dimensional subspaces of V [14, p.531. If t ( k, let N(pt; p”) denote the 
Desarguesian partial spread in V(2, p”) consisting of the one-dimensional 
subspaces of the form y = XX and x = 0, for X E GF(pt). 
The translation plane 17 (of order 9”) can be represented by a vector space 
V = V(2k, p), so that the points of 17 are the elements of V, and the lines 
of I;T which contain 0 (the origin of V) are k-dimensional subspaces of V. 
If f10 is an afline subplane of II, let [&I denote the set of affine points of 
17, . If 0 E 17, , then [fl,,] is a subspace of V [2, p. 224 and 3.1.51. Similarly, if 
u is a collineation of II which fixes 0, then u is a linear transformation of V, 
and hence F(U) is a subspace of V. The following facts about I& and u will 
be required repeatedly. 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) If m is the order of l& , then m < pk/2. 
(2) Dim F(u) < k (= Q dim V). 
Proof. (1) [2, p. 1451. If m = pk/s, then fl,, is called a square-root 
subplane of l7. (2) Apply (1) if F(u) is the set of points of an affine subplane 
of II; otherwise, F(u) is contained in a line of 17 [2,4.1.1]. 
2. GENERALIZED ELATIONS 
Let u = $6, for some e, let V = (s, u), and let u # 1 be a linear transforma- 
tion of V. 
DEFINITION 2.1. u is ageneralized elation of V, of type t, if u fixes V/F(u) 
pointwise, and dimF(u) = t [16]. The subspace F(u) is the uxis of u, and 
C(u) = (u - 1)V is the center of a. 
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LEMMA 2.2. u # 1 is a generalized elation of V zf and only sf (u - 1)” = 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let u be a generalized elation of V of type t. Then: (1) ) u j = p 
(= characteristic of V); 
(2) dim C(o) + dimF(a) = dim c 
(3) t > + dim V; 
(4) With respect o any direct sum decomposition V = F(o) @ W of V, 
then u has a matrix over GF(p) of the form: 
where A is a t x (s - t) matrix of rank (s - t), and each I is an identity matrix. 
Proof. (1) 0 = (u - 1)P = UP - 1. (2) and (4): Apply the rank- 
nullity formula to u - 1. (3) follows from (2) since C(u) C F(u). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let W be a subspace of V, and let E be the group generated 
by a set of generalized elations of V with axis W. Then E is an elementary 
abelian p-group. Further, every element T( # 1) of E is ageneralized elation, with 
F(v) 3 W (possibly F(q) # W). 
Proof. Use Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 (4). Also see [9, Lemma 21. 
Next, let s = 2k, u = p, and V = V(2k, p). Further, let 17 be a translation 
plane of square order pk, represented on V, and let u be a collineation of II. 
DEFINITION 2.6. u is a Baer p-element of Ii’ with axis II, , if 1 u 1 = p, and 
if F(u) = [&I, where l7, is an affine subplane of n of order pk/a. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let u be a collineation of lI which Jixes 0 (the origin of V). 
Then u is a generalized elation of V if and only if either u is an afine elation or u 
is a Baer p-element of lir In either case, u has type k. 
Proof. If u is a generalized elation of type t, then t 3 k by Lemma 2.3 (3), 
and hence t = k by Lemma 1.2 (2). M oreover, F(U) is either a line or a 
subplane of 17 (cf. [9, Lemma 41). The converse for an elation a follows 
as in [12]. 
Finally, let u be a Baer p-element of n, and choose coordinate lines for n 
in the associated subplane l7,, , with X the x-axis of 17. Then U(X,Y) = 
(qx, qy) for some u l:X-+X. If X,,=&,]nXand X=X,@& for 
some X1 , then U, has a matrix U, = [i z], where C is nonsingular. If y = Ax 
is a line of l7a , then A is a linear transformation of X which is either non- 
singular or 0, and A = [$ ::I, since A fixes X0. Further, u fixes each line 
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of I70 , so UrA = Au, ) and hence CA, = A&. If y = A’x is another line 
of n,, , then A - A’ is a nonsingular matrix, and hence so is A, - A,‘. Thus 
the set 9f = {A*} (over all lines of &) is an irreducible set of matrices on Xi , 
centralized by C. Schur’s lemma [ll, Vol. II, p. 2711 implies C is in a field 
F of characteristic p. Since 1 u 1 = p, then 1 C ]p = 1 and so C = 1 E F. 
Hence a is a generalized elation by Lemma 2.2 (cf. [.5, Corollary 51). 
3. OSTROM’S THEOREM 
Let V = I’(2k,p), let u and T be two generalized elations of V of type K 
with disjoint axes, and let G = (a, T). In order to examine the structure of G, 
let I’ be coordinatized as follows (cf. [12, Section 31). Let W(l) = F(u), 
W2) = F(T), W(s) = OF(T), W4) = -rF(u); further let W = W(k,p) be a 
vector space of dimension K over GF(p). Coordinatize I’ with respect to 
W(l), Wc2), and Wt3), using coordinates from W, such that I/’ = {(x, y): 
x, y E W}, and W(l), W(2), and Wt3) have equations y = 0, x = 0, and y = x, 
respectively. Then W t4) has the equation y = Ax, for A a K x K matrix over 
GF(p) acting on W. Moreover, IJ and 7 have matrices of the form 
I I [ 1 and I 0 u= o I’ T= A I’ [ 1 
where 0 and I (the identity matrix) are also k x K matrices acting on W. 
Let U, be an irreducible subspace of A in W .The action of A on U, makes 
U, into a one-dimensional vector space over a field GF(u), where u = p* for 
some e [8, (3.2), p. 641. Let U = U, @ U, C W(l) @ Wt2). Then U is a 
two-dimensional vector space over GF(u), and u 1 U and 7 1 U are linear 
transformations over GF(u) which have matrices of the form 
1 1 
ulU= 0 1’ [ 1 
where h E GF(u) corresponds to the action of A on U, . If p > 2, then 
G 1 U = SL,(u) with one exception, by using Dickson’s theorem [3; 8, p. 44; 
12, Lemma 5, p. 4111. Further, if a and 7 are afhne elations of a translation 
plane, then Ostrom proves G -+ G 1 U is an isomorphism. The proof uses 
the fact that the axes of the elations in G are pairwise disjoint. It is possible 
to adapt Ostrom’s proof to the following version of his theorem. 
Let 6 = G(F(cr)) u G(F(T)) denote th e set of k-dimensional subspaces of 
F’ (over GF(p)) w ‘c hl h are images under G of the axes of a and T. Further, let 
F[A] be the ring of ti x K matrices generated by A over F = GF(p). 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let p > 2 and let 6 be a partial spread of V. Then F[A] 
is afield isomorphic to GF(u); and either G _N SL,(u), or p = 3, G N SL,(5), 
andu=9. 
Proof. Consider the case G 1 U N SL,(u). If 6 is a partial spread then 
the one-dimensional subspaces of U over GF(u) are exactly L n U, for 
L E 6, so ) G / = u + 1. For L E 6, there are at least (u - 1)/2 conjugates 
of o in G whose axes is L; these generalized elations generate an elementary 
abelian p-group E with / E j 3 u, each element (# 1) of which is 
a generalized elation with axes exactly L, by [9, Lemma 21. E permutes 
6 - {L} semiregularly, by [9, Lemma l(c)], so / E j = u and E is transitive 
on 6 - {L}. Thus, the group of elations of U with axis U n L is faithfully 
induced by the group of all generalized elations of G with axis L. Continue 
the proof as in [12, Lemmas 8-12 and Theorem 41. If G 1 U N SL,(5) and 
p = 3, see [15, Theorem 2.51. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If p > 2 and B is a partial spread of V, then - 1 E G. 
Proof. As in [12 and 151, G is isomorphic to N(u;p”) (Notation l.l), 
or 1 G 1 = 10 ifp = 3 and G N SL,(5). M oreover, G permutes the elements 
of 6 as if they were lines in a Desarguesian affine plane of order pk. In partic- 
ular, the unique involution in G acts as --I on V. 
For completeness we include Christoph Hering’s generalization of Theorem 
3.3 [9, Theorem 21; see also [15, Theorem 3.51. Let G be a group generated 
by an arbitrary set of generalized elations of V of type k, let tE be the set of 
all the generalized elations of type K in G, and let 6 be the set of axes for the 
elements of CZ. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let p > 2. If 6 is a partial spread of V, then either G is an 
elementary abelian p-group, or G N SL,(y) for some e, or p = 3 and 
G N SL,(5). 
4. BAER ~-ELEMENTS (p > 3) 
Let II be a translation plane of square order pk, and let o and 7 be Baer 
p-elements of I7 with square-root subplane axes & and 17,) respectively 
(Definition 2.6). Further, let G = (a, T), and let 6 be the set of images of 
II1 and l& under G. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p > 3; and let 171 and 17, have exactly S afine points 
in common. 
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(1) If 8 > 2, then ITI = 17, . 
(2) If 6 = 0, then 17, is a translate of III . 
(3) Let 6 = 1. Then G N SL,( u )f or some u = pe, where 2e 1 k. Moreover, 
6 is a partial spread isomorphic to N(u; p”) (Notation 1. l), and the subplanes in 
6 contain a common set of pkj2 + 1 lines of I7 through P, where 
PI = v&l n m- 
In case (3), G acts as PSL,(u) on 6; in particular, 1 6 1 = u + 1, and G 
is doubly transitive on 6. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let p > 3, and let H be the group generated by all the 
Baer p-elements of 17 which fix an afine point P. Then one of the following 
con&sions is satisfied. 
(1) The Baer p-elements have a common axis l&, , and H is an elementary 
abelian p-group. 
(2) The axes of the Baer p-elements of Hform a partial spread isomorphic 
to N(u, pk) for some u = pe, where 2e 1 k, and each axis contains a common set 
of pk12 + 1 lines through P. Moreover, G N SL,(u). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p > 2. Then translation plane 17 of order pk does not 
possess both ajine elations and Baer p-elements. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let p > 3, and let 5 be the set of Baer subplanes of 17 
which contain 0 and which are the axes for two or more Baer involutions. Then 
either 1 Z 1 = 0 or 1, or Z is a partial spread contained in a set of pklz + 1 lines 
of II through 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (1) First assume that u and T have distinct axes 
which contain 0 and at least one other point in common. In a sequence of 
lemmas, we will show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. 
Let X,, = F(a) n F(T) and r = dim X,, . Choose u and 7 such that r is a 
maximum for all pairs of Baer p-elements of n with distinct axes. Then 
0 < r f k/2 by Lemma 1.2. applied to n1 . Further recall that dimF(u) = 
dimF(7) = k, and note that u and T fix both X0 andF(u) + F(T) by Definition 
2.1. Hence we may define Vi = (F(u) + F(7))/X, , ur = u 1 V, and 
T1 = 7 1 v, . Then a, and 71 are generalized elations (or 1) on v, . Three 
cases arise: 
(1) %) n F(Q) = 0 (on vl>; 
(2) U, # 1, T1 # 1, and F(u,) n F(Q) # 0. 
(3) Either cri = 1 or T1 = 1. (4.5) 
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We consider each case separately. Note that ui = 1 if and only if u fixes 
w - 
LEMMA 4.6. (1) cunnot occw. 
PYOO~. Assume F(q) A F(T,) = 0 on Vi . Define Xi = (u - 1) F(T) and 
x, = (7 - 1) F(o) in V. Then 
(a) X, and X, are complements of X,, in F(u) and F(T), respectively, 
(b) a and r leave Xi @ X, invariant. 
Proof. (a) Xi GF(u) by Lemma 2.2. Let 0 # x E X,, n Xi and let 
x = (u - 1)y for y E F(T)\F(u) Then u fixes y + X,, in Vi , and so 0 # y + 
X,, EF(uJ r\ F(r,), contrary to the assumption. So X,, n X1 = 0. Finally, 
the null space of u - 1 in F(T) is X,, and dim X0 = Y. Hence, dim X, = 
dim(u - 1) F(T) = k - Y. Therefore, F(u) = X,, @ Xi as required. Similarly, 
F(T) =X,0X,. 
(b) (u - 1)X, = 0, so (u - 1)(X, @ Xa) = (u - 1)X, _C (u - ~)F(T) = 
Xl - 
Therefore, (u - 1) and hence a fixes Xi @ Xa . Similarly, r fixes Xi @ Xa . 
Continuing the proof of Lemma 4.6, define c? = u 1 X1 @ Xs , 5 = 
T ( X, @ Xs , and G = (5, s). Then 5 is a generalized elation of X1 @ Xa 
with axis F(u) n (X, @ X,) = Xi . Similarly, F(T) = X2 . Hence 5 and 7 
are generalized elations of type K - Y on a space Xi @ Xa of dimension 
2(k - v), and F(C) n F(T) = 0. 
Suppose there are two elements u’ and 7’ in G which are conjugates of u 
and/or r, such that 0’ = u’ 1 X, @ Xa and ?’ = r’ 1 X1 @ X, satisfy the 
condition: F(Z) n F(T) # 0 and F(T) # F(T’). Then 
F(u’) n F(d) I X,, @ [F(Z) n F(Y)] 3 X0 , 
contrary to the maximality of X0. Therefore, the axes of the conjugates oft 
and d in G are pairwise disjoint. Applying Theorem 3.3 to G, G N SL,(u,) 
for some u1 . In particular, -1 E G by Corollary 3.4. 
Choose p E G such that p 1 X, @ Xa = p = - 1. Then p fixes X0 pointwise 
(as does every element in G), so p2 fixes X,, @ X, @ X, pointwise, a subspace 
of dimension 2k - Y > k = 9 dim V. Thus, p2 = 1 by Lemma 1.2. Moreover, 
both p and -p are involutions, so dim F(p) = dim F(-p) = k by [2,4.1.9]. 
Since X1 @ Xa _C F( -p), then 2(k - Y) < k and so Y > k/2. However from 
the definition of X,, , Y < k/2. Therefore, Y = k/2. 
Further, p is central in G. For if v E G and pl = ~~7-1, then pi 1 X,, = 1 
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and pi 1 Xi @ Xa = -1 (because p = - 1 is central in G). Hence, 
F(ppJ 1 X,, @ Xi @ Xa and ppl = 1 as before, so p = p1 . Therefore, 
F(p) is fixed by G, and 17(p) = X0 @ Xs for some Xs (Xs is a complement for 
F(o) + F(T) in V). Further, u 1 X,, 0 X, and T 1 X0 @ Xs are generalized 
elations of type k/2 defined on a space of dimension k, with identical axes X,, . 
By Lemma 2.5, u and T commute on X0 @ X, , and so G ) X0 @ X, is an 
abelian p-group. In particualr, the commutator subgroup G’ fixes X0 @ Xs 
pointwise. 
On the other hand, since p > 3 then G’ N G’ N SL,(u,). Choose 7 E G’ 
such that 7 ( Xi @ X, is an element of order p. Then r] fixes a point of 
X, @ X, , and 77 fixes X,, @ Xs pointwise. Thus, dimF(r]) > k and 77 # 1, 
contrary to Lemma 1.2. Therefore, (1) cannot occur. 
LEMMA 4.7. If p > 2, then (2) cannot occur. 
Proof. Assume ui # 1, and pi $2 1. Let F(u,) n F(r,) # 0, so that either 
F(ud 1 &J)/& , or F(5) 3 F(T)/& ; assume the former. Finally recall that 
u and 7 were chosen so that r = dim X,, is maximal. 
Choose z, + X,, ~F(ui)\(F(a)/Xa), and let o = w, + er, , where w,, EF(u) 
and VJ~ eF(T)\F(U). Th en u fixes the set ZJ, + X,, , and X0 C (w], , X0) cF(T). 
In particular, U(F(T)) n F(T) 3 X0 but d(T) # F(T) since u1 # 1. Consider 
U* = UT6l, a Baer p-element of l7 with F(u*) = d(T). Then, the two 
Baer p-elements u* and 7 satisfy the conditions: F(u*) #F(T), and dim 
(F(u*) n F(T)) > r, contradicting the maximality of r in the choice of u and 7. 
Therefore, (2) cannot occur. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let p # 2, and let u and T be two generalized elations of V 
which are also collineations of L?. Then the following conditions cannot all be 
satis$ed:(i) F(u) n F(T) # 0, (ii)F(u) #F(T), and (iii) Ufixes~(T). Inparticular, 
(3) of (4.5) cannot occur. 
Proof. Suppose a and 7 satisfy the three conditions (i)-(iii). Then CT 1 F(T) 
is a generalized elation of F(T) with axis X0 =F(u) n F(T). Lemma 2.3(3) 
implies dim X,, = r 2 4 k. On the other hand, since F(U) and F(T) are lines 
and/or square-root subplanes of II, then Lemma 1.2 implies r < 4 k. There- 
fore, r = +k. 
Next, the set of all generalized elations of l7 with axis F(T) generates an 
elementary abelian p-group E, and every element (# 1) of E is a generalized 
elation with axis F(T), by Lemmas 2.5 and 1.2. Since u normalizes E, then 
there exists v # 1 in E such that uv = vu; in particular, v fixesF(u). 
Choose X1 , Xa , and Xa subspaces of V each of dimension r = 4 k such 
that V=X,,@X,@X,@X,, F(u) =X,,@X,, andF(v)=X,,@Xa. 
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With respect to this decomposition of V, u and v have matrices of the following 
form (see Lemma 2.3(4)): 
I 0 I 0 0 _. - 
I B, ’ (4.9) 
rr f4 0 41 
“- 0 B, I 
0 0 0 I=] 
where A = [A+] and B = [BJ are nonsingular matrices with r-dimensional 
blocks. Since 0 fixesF(v), then A, = 0. Conjugating by [t 3, we may assume 
A = I. Since v fixes F(a) then B, = 0, and hence B, and B, are nonsingular. 
Since u and u commute, then a short computation shows B, = B, . Moreover, 
I B, I 4 + B, 010 I 
(4.10) 
It is easy to compute that F(w) = {(x0 , x1 , -B,x, , 0): x0 E X,, , x1 E Xl>, 
so dim F(m) = K. Hence F(m) forms a line or a square-root subplane of II. 
Finally, / uv / = ) u 1 = ( v 1 = p, since uv = VU. Therefore, uv must be a 
generalized elation of l7, by Lemma 2.7. 
However, (W - 1)2 has 2B, as a block entry, and 2B, # 0 since p # 2 
and Bl is nonsingular. This contradicts Lemma 2.2, and hence proves 
Lemma 4.8. 
Since none of the cases in (4.5) can occur, then 8 = 2 in Theorem 4.1 (1) 
implies 17, = Ila . Further, in this case G is an elementary abelian p-group 
and 1 G 1 =pz by Lemma 2.5. 
Next assume 8 = 1 (3). If G + G ( U N S&(u) is not an isomorphism of 
G(where U is some subspace of V as in Section 3), then by Theorem 3.3 the 
set 6 of G-images ofF(a) and F(T) is not a partial spread. Hence, there exist 
generalized elations in G whose axes are distinct but not disjoint(as subspaces), 
contradicting (1). The structure of 6 and the action of G on B follows as in 
[12, Theorem 41. 
Continuing with (3), let 171 and 17, be two subplanes in 6. There exists 
p = [t z--11 E G such that p 1 Dr = h and p /17a = h-r, for h # 0 in GF(u). 
Since p > 3, there exists h E GF(p) such that h # X-l. For such a A, p fixes a 
subspace R of V if and only if R = (R n U,) @ (R n 17,). Moreover, since 
GF(p) is the prime field, p 1 Di is a kern homology of 17, (; = 1,2). Hence, 
every line of nr (through 0) is fixed by p, and hence intersects 37, . Therefore, 
fir and 17s share a common set ‘% of pk12 + 1 lines of II through 0. Finally, 
l71 and l& are arbitrary in 6, so every subplane in G contains the lines of W. 
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G acts as S&,(U) on each line L of %, where u = pe and 1 L 1 = pk. Thus 
2e 1 h (cf. [5]). 
Finally, let S = 0 (2). There exists a point 0 E 17 and a translation E of l7 
such that 0 E ,(fl,) n fl,. If ( l ,) A & 1 = 1, then +I,) and IIs (as 
subspaces) are complements in I’, so every coset of @,) in V (including 17r) 
intersects I;r, in exactly one point. This contradicts 6 = 0. Therefore, 
~(17,) = 17, from part 1, and (T = e-l TIE for some generalized elation 7r with 
axis fla . By Lemma 2.5, or and 7 commute, from which it follows easily that 
u and r commute. Thus / G 1 = p2, and G fixes each translate of U1 . 
Proof of Corollary 4.2. For (1) use Lemma 2.5. In (2), the set of axes 
share a common set ‘S ofpk/2 + 1 lines of II, from the proof of Theorem 4.1(3) 
Further, the group of all linear transformations of V fixing each line of % is 
GL2(pf) (for some f 1 (k/2)) [5, Theorem 21. Hence, from Theorem 4.1 (3). 
and a knowledge of the subgroups of GL2(pf) (e.g. [lo, pp. 191-2141, [3]), 
then G N_ SL,(u) for u = p”, some e, where e 1 f so 2e j K. Alternatively, 
G N SL,(u) follows from Theorem 3.5 [9, Theorem 21. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let a be a Baer p-element of n; after conjugating 
by a translation, if necessary, we may assume that 0 EF(u). Let 6 be the set of 
points of 1, which are centers of affine elations of II. Every collineation of 17 
permutes (%; moreover, each afBne elation fixes exactly one point of 6, so 
1 6 1 E 1 (mod p). Therefore, u fixes some point P E K, and so (T normalizes 
the (nontrivial) p-group of (P, OP)-elations of n. Finally, u centralizes some 
(P, OP)-elation, 7, and thus u and 7 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.8, 
which is impossible. 
Proof of Corollary 4.4. If p1 and p2 are distinct Baer involutions with axis 
n,, , then the group (pl , p2) contains Baer p-elements [5, Corollary 41. 
Now apply Corollary 4.2. 
5. REMARKS FOR THE CASE p = 3 
If p = 3, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 may fail, as the near-field plane 
of order 9 illustrates (see below). The proofs fail at two points: Lemma 4.6 
requires that p 1 1 G’ 1, which is false if G 1! SL,(3); and (3) Theorem 4.1 
requires the subgroup of G fixing two subplane axes to have order > 2, which 
is false for G N SL,(3) and SL,(5). However, Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, and parts 
of the proof of Lemma 4.6, are still valid if p = 3, leading to the following 
partial results. 
Let p = 3, let e be the set of all Baer 3-elements of 17 which fix 0 (the 
origin of V), and let 1 6 ( > 1, where 6 = {P(u): a E @}. For u E @, let 
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E(u) = (T E c5: F(T) = F(o)) u {l}, an elementary abelian 3-group, by 
Lemmas 1.2 and 2.5. Further, let ,Z = {E(a): u E f$}, and let Q = (E E Z) 
[9, Section 31. Note that the elements of E are conjugate under Q? by Lemma 
4.8, as in [9, Lemma 61. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let p = 3, and let 1 E 1 = 3” > 3, for any E E ,Z. Then 
0 N SL,(39, and 6 is a Desarguesian partial spread. 
Proof. Assume 6 is not a partial spread; otherwise, apply Theorems 3.3 
and 3.5. Choose o, Q- E 6 such that 0 # X0 = F(a) n F(7) #F(u), and X0 is 
maximal. Then (1) of (4.5) must occur, by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8. Let El = E(u) 
and E, = E(T). By varying a E El and T E E, , we see from Lemma 4.6 that 
G = (El, Ea) acts faithfully as a group G on W = (F(E,) + F(E,))/X,, , 
and that the 3-elements of G are generalized elations with disjoint axes of 
dimension one-half the dimension of W. Theorem 3.5 implies G N SL,(39 
where s > 1. Now choose u E El and r E E, so that G = (G, + II SL,(37. 
The proof of Lemma 4.6 applies to u and T (noting that G’ = G), leading to 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let p = 3. Assume (fi has a subgroup H N SL,(3”) for 
some s > 1, whiciz contains Baer 3-elements. Then 8 N SL2(3e) for some e > s, 
and 6 is a Desarguesian partial spread. 
Proof. Each Sylow 3-subgroup S of H is split into two sets of conjugate 
(in H) 3-elements; and each set generates S. At least one set consists of 
elements of Q?, and hence S - {I} _C @. S is abelian, so each element (# 1) 
of S has a common axis, by Lemma 4.8 and [9 Lemma l(c)]. Hence S C E, 
forsomeEEZ,andIE]>38>3. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let p = 3. If each pair of elements of (E is contained in a 
subgroup H N SL,(5), then G II SL,(5). 
Proof. Let H = (a, r) N SL,(5), f or (I, 7 Baer p-elements, and assume 
H has overlapping axes (otherwise apply Theorem 3.5). 
(1) Let F(a) n F(T) = 0. In terms of [15, Theorem 2.51, two axes 
y = (0~~ + rS,A)x must overlap, for 01~ , /?i E GF(3), i = 1, 2. Hence, A has an 
eigenvalue in GF(3), leading (as in Section 3) to a subspace U on which H 
induces SL,(3); this is impossible. 
(2) Let 0 # X0 = F(u) OF #F(u). Apply Lemmas 4.6-4.8 to 
reach a contradiction. To apply Lemma 4.7, we may need to use (u, T> = 
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(70, T). In Lemma 4.6, to see that the axes in X1 @ X, of (5, S) are disjoint 
in case X, is not maximal, use (1) above. Also note that S&.(5)’ = S&(5). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If p = 3 and 0 N SL,(3c) with e > I, then the axes of 
the Baer 3-elements in 0 share a common set of 3” + 1 lines of I7 through 0. 
Proof. Apply the proof of Theorem 4.1 (3), noting that p 1 ni is a kern 
homology of fli(i = 1,2) by [S, Theorem 3 (I)], since (: t) and (i f) E 0 for 
each X # 0 in GF(3”). 
To illustrate how Theorem 4.1 may fail if p = 3, let 17 be the nearfield 
plane of order 9, let 0 be the collineation group of I;T fixing 0, and let K be 
the set of 10 lines of 17 through 0 [I, Section 61 [4, pp. 468-4691. The lines 
of 6 are permuted by 0 in pairs, {Z, Z;‘}, I < i < 5.0 induces the symmetric 
group S, on these 5 pairs, with kernel an extra-special 2-group of order 25. 
Hence 10 1 = 28 * 3 * 5. Each line of % is a two-dimensional subspace over 
GF(3). Each pair of one-dimensional subspaces, one in li and the other in 
2; (1 < i < 5), spans a subplane of 17 fixed pointwise by a Baer 3-element of 
0; there are 40 such subplanes and 3-groups, in all. 
Within 0, there are four conjugacy classes of subgroups G = (a, 7) 
generated by Baer 3-elements u and T with distinct axes. In classes (l), (2), 
and (3), G ci SL,(3), w hi1 e in class (4), G N SL,(5). The subplane axes of G 
are disjoint in classes (1) and (2); in class (l), the axes share a common set of 4 
lines of 6, as in Theorem l(3), while in (2) the axes share a pair of lines, 
(Zi , Ii}, of 6.. Classes (1) and (2) are conjugate in G&(3), by the way. In (3), 
the axes of G overlap in a common one-dimensional subspace of a line z , 
and they also share Zi’. In (4), the axes of the ten Sylow 3-subgroups of G 
form a complete Desarguesian spread of V,(3). The subgroups of G iso- 
morphic to S&(3) belong to class (2). 
Although the full class of counterexamples to Theorem 4.1 is not known 
if p = 3, one remark is possible about such a plane 17. Choose u and T to be 
Baer 3-elements such that 0 # X,, = F(u) n F(T) is maximal. The proof of 
Lemma 4.6 implies (a, 5) N SL,(3); and (cr, T)’ = Q a quaternion group, 
fixes X, @ X, pointwise. Using [5, Theorem 31, we deduce that Q acts as a 
group of homologies fixing the lines X,, @ X, and X1 @ X, of n. These two 
lines and any Q-orbit of eight lines through 0 form a partial spread of I;c 
which is a “direct sum” of nearfield planes of order 9. 
Note added in proof. In Sections 4 and 8 of Quadratic Pairs (to appear), John 
Thompson analyzes an arbitrary non-p-group ((I, T> generated by generalized relations D 
and 7 having maximal axes (for p > 3). Several results discussed above follow from 
this analysis. In particular, Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 (for p > 3) and Lemma 4.6 above, 
are consequences of Thompson’s S&,-Lemma and Theorem 8.1. 
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